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· ABSTRACT .. 
Until now, no systematic approach has been develop.ad 
with regard to ti~e-space optimization ·of t~e action/rule 
matrix of a limit.ed-entry decision table,. Existing 
' 
algorithms partition the action/rule matrix' either to 
minimize stor~ge requirements or response time. A new 
a~gorithm developed in this thesis prov~des a ge~eral 
approach in that both time and ·space considerati~ns are 
us.ed in the partitioni~g process. 
,ii The new a~gorithm' embraces a more realistic approach 
.·, 
to the partitioning process than that provided by existing 
a~gorithms. It is unrealistic to presume that all actions 
in the matrix will require an identical amount of storage. 
It is lik·'e·wise unrealistic to. assume that all decision 
rules are equally likely to be selected. For these 
reasons, a means is provided in the new a~gorithm to 
specify variable action weights and different rule 
" 
probability distributions, for use in the partitioning 
process. 
' 
Finally, the new algorithm can generate a set of 
partitioned matrices for a given input matrix. There 
are two main reasons for generati~g such a set of 
matrices: 
. ,0 
,: 1 ':•· 
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. ~ . ' 
1~ An improved solution over that produc~d ~Y 
•· · .... 
the single out,put usually results. , 
" 
2. Si.nee th~ resultant set of matrices exhibit 
.:i 
varyi~g time-apace requirements,· these results_ 


















• . 1 
CHAPTER 1 
· FUNDAMENTALS OF DECISION TABLES AND PARTITIONING 
Elements of Deci~ion Tables 
,-, 
A basic structural unit of a dec~sion table is the 
·decision rule. It is a statement that stipulates the 
set of· conditions which must be satisfied in order that 
a sequence of actions be performed. Hence, decision 
rules imply an if ••• then ••• relationship between unique 
sets of conditions, and the actions performed in 
response to thos~ condition sets. Consider the follow-
ing example: "If your net income is not more than $600 
and you are the head of the household, use Tax Table II." 
',. This statement represents a decision rule, where the 
•. 
.. 
ionditions are net income and financial responsibility, 
and the use of Tax Table II is the· action to be performed 
in response to'the conditions. Whenever we arrange the 
decisi·on rules pertaining to a particular process as,a 
set of combinations of conditions, we have created a 
• 
decision table. A representative table is illustrated in 
Figure 1.1. 
Each column in the matrix represents a decision rule, 
or simply, a rule. The condition and action stubs of 
the table de.scribe the conditions to be considered (or 
tested) and the actions to be performed, respec.t·ivily. We 
3 
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l~ 
' ' ' 
;,~~·.r:·.·:· .; .. ~, .. / 
ca~ divide the table into two functional matrices; ·namely, 
- ----·~-· ·~-
the condition/rule matrix and the action/:rule matrix. 
,, 
is the partitioning of·:the action/rule matrix which is 
1 









-------A"'------..... I \ 
Rl R2 R3 R4 RS R6 R7 
CJ y N y N .y 
Al X X X X 
A2 .x X 
X X X 
Y = CONDITION PRESENT 
N = CONDITION ABSENT-
·X = PERFORM ACTIO~ 
X 
X 
NO ENTRY= DO NOT PERFORM ACTION 
FIGURE ·1.1 
Action/Rule Matrix Partitioning Fundamentals I 
Since our ~mphasis will only be on the ·action/rul~ 
matrix, we will simply refer ·to it. as "the matrix1'. It 
should ·be"; noted th.at the primary· use of decisioi;i t·ables 
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place demands upon the resources of the '1S.er system, 
since they are convert.ed into prpgrammed statements 
.. which require a certain amount of st·or~ge and processor 
time for th~ir execution. In the case of the actio~/rule 
..... 
matrix, this demand is a function of the number .of 
J 
statements associated with each action, and the time 
required to e·xecute a path, (or sequence· of actions) 
thro~gh the matrix. Several techniqu~s, which we will 
broadly classify as partitioning methods, have been 
I 
developed to minimize these effects on the user syst,em. 
There are basically three ways ·that the matrix can be 
partitioned:. 1) By rows, 2) by columns, and 3) into 
smaller submatrices. The latter method is referred to 
,. 
as "blocking", and is the basis for the procedures to 
be described in this thesis~ 
To provide ins~ght into blocki~g concepts, we begin 
with the following definition: A block is an identical 
t? 
sequence of two or more actions 'stipulat.ed by at least 
.. 
two rules. Since the _action sequences which form the 
block are identical, we can eliminate all but one with-
out loss of information. Those sequences which can be 
eliminated obviously represent a reduction in the system 
memory required to store the matrix. We will refer to the 
,, 
required act~on sequence correspondi~g to a particular 





seque"i1ce is common as block rules. Furthermore, the 
action sequences which are specified by the b:i.ock rules, 
and which remain to be performed upon exiting.the block 
sequence, are called residual action sequences. Fi_gure 




Rl R2 R3 R4 
Al X X 
A2 ·x X X 
A3 X X 
A4 X 
AS X X 
BLOCK~= {R2,R3;Al,A2} 
BLOCK SEQUENCE= (Al,A2) 
BLOCK RULES• {R2,R3} 
RESIDUAL ACTIO.N 
SEQUENCE= EXIT (Rule 2) 
• 
A3, A4, EXIT (Rule 3) 
FIGURE 1.2 
There are several ways of classifying blocks. 
first is the relationship of a given block to other 
The 
blocks in the matrix. A block is independent if it does 
not overlap with any other blocks in the matrix, where 
., 
an overlap is the common occurrence of at least one action 
,. 
6 




and one rule in both blocks. Figure 1.3 illustrates 
two. overlapping blocks, where the overlap is indicated 
by the crosshatched area. 
Rl R2 R3 R4 
Al X X . 
_,./~ 
- -
·A-T x· :~,.,- X X 
A3 X X 
A4 X 
BLOCK 1 • {Rl,R2;Al,A2} 
BLOCK 2 = {R2,R3;A2,A3} 
FIGURE 1.3 
It is important to note here, ihat any resultant block 
set used to partition the matrix must contain only 
independent blocks. Therefore, whenever ~potential 
block from an overlapping pair is selecte, the over-
lapping portion cannot be consolidated into a block 
sequence. 
Another means of classifying blocks is with respect 
to·the type of branching logic re~uired at the termination 
of the block sequence. A direct-transfer block is one 
which has no associated .residual .actiori sequences, a 




pre,ceeds another block or, if the. g·iven block sequence 
' " I 
terminates at the exit point of the matrix. A con-
--
di ti oh a 1-transfer block has associat~d residual block 
~equ~nces which differ by at least one entry. An 
ex~mple of each block ·type, and the associated flow 
() 
"\\ 
diagram· a~e illustrated in Figure 1.41 and 1.42, 
resp_ectively. Note the. actio-n A0 -in · the bloc-1c-sequence 
of block 2 in Figure 1.42. This additional action is 
necessary to provide for branching to the proper 
residual action sequence upon termination of the block 
sequence. 
Rl R2 .R3 R4 RS :R6 
Al X X 
·A2 X X 
A3 X X X X 
A4 X X X "IX 
: 
" AS X - X X X 
A6 X IY X' 
A7 X X X X: 
AB X rx . 
BLOCK 1 =· {R5,R6;A6,A7} 
BLOCK 2 = {Rl,R2,R3,R4;A3,A4,AS,A0 } 
BLOCK 3 = {RD1,.R2;Al,A2} 






.FOR BLOCK 3 
1 R2 R3 
BLOCK 
SEQUENCE 












FIGURE 1. 42 








Figure 1.5 illustrates the form of the action/rule 
matrix used in the development of our generalized 
blocking technique. 
\',, 
In the matrix o.f Figure 1. 5, the execution of an 
"' action Ai for a particular rule Rj is specified by the 
presence of a one at .location, (i ,j). Conversely, a 
zero at location __ (i.,j) indicates that action Ai is not 
9 
) 
. . . 
\ ' ·' 
' 
to be executed for rule Rj. · Furthermore, we aSs;J.an the 
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(1) The action sequences for a given.rule will 
be performed in the order specified in the 
matrix. 
(2) An action can represent either a singl~ 
statement or an entire program module. 
. (3) A weighting factor Wi is associat~d with 
each row i of the matrii, and is proportio~al 
d 










......... . ...... -::.· 
' . 
•. (4') Associated with e~ch, rule R -of the mattix j . 
th is the· probabilit! Pj, that the j rule is 
~elected upo~ entry into the ~atrix, where 
· lP .=1, j=l,2, ••• ,r. J 
Current Blocking Algorithms 
. "•. 
There are two blocking algorithms ·[~:2,7] .present-ly 
in use which vary somewhat· in the approach to partition-
ing the matrix. Because both techniques utilize the 
' blocking concept, the resulting effect in either case 
is to maximize the efficient use of core memory. However, 
\ 
rieither technique provides a means of measuring the 
contribution of each block towards the most efficient use 
of both time and space resource of the user system. In 
addition, both algorithms constrain all actions to be 
equally weighted, and all rules to be equally +ikely to 
t,. be selected. 
The initial application of blocking the action/rule 
matrix is the algorithm developed by Penick [l]. This 
procedure maximizes the number of direct-transfer blocks 
in the block set used to partition the matrix. This. -
results in a reduction of redundant coding while 
• 
. -.··· 
minimizing the additional t ran1s fer logic re qui red. H-ewev.er, 












I', .. "'fl • 
' 
' . Ii 
• 1 I Ai 
' . 
· the selection of. larger ·condi tiona~-trans fe~ blocks in 
th.e matrix, which is a disadvantag.e when core .memor-y 
is ·a premium resource. 
Another approach to pa~titioning the matrix was 
" 
developed by Burnham [2]. The basic philosophy of this 
method is to select the larges£ remaining block at each 
search through the matrix. ~bus·, the final result consists 
of a set of independent blocks which have beert~ determined 
in decreasing order of di~ension. We feel that the block , .. 
selection method may lead to results which do not reflect 
the maximum savings obtainable. We will present a more 
. 
detailed discussion of this subject in the next ~hapter. 
Primary Features of the New Partitioning Module (NPM) 
Like t.he Penick and Burnham algorithms just 
described, NPM also uses the blocking~concept. Unlike 
these two algorithms, NPM is completely flexible with 
respect to the block selection criterion. It is our 
contention that the matrix should be partitioned accord-
ing to the constraints of the environment in which it 
is to function. This implies that not only the resources 
of the.user sys,em, but also the characteristics of the· ' 
process, which are inherent in the decision rules, must 
be considered in our approach to partitioning the matrix • 
. . 














. . . ~ ·. . 
:1n· ·gene~al, the decis·ion rules •re equ~lly likely-to b~ 
selected. ln addition, it is ·equally unrealistic to· 
·ass·ume that the storage requirements of all actions are 
identical. To overcome these limitation~ of existing 





(1) A means of monitoring and .upda-ti~g-' rule 
frequencies based on actual usage, and 
(2) Action we~ghts that· are proportional to 
,• 
the number of state~ents contained in·the 
associated action. 
A major emphasis in the development of NPM is to 
-provide a means of determining both time and space 
requirements of a partitioned matrix. This is in 
contrast to existing a~gorithms which address ei~her 
the time or the space aspect. If all of the blo·cks · 
which are to form partitions of the input matrix are 
selected on the basis of a specifi·ed, invariant~ 
, 
selection criterion (as they are in existing algorithms·), 
then for a given input matrix, only one specific parti-
n 
tioned matrix can result. However, if we examine the 
binary input matrix of Figure 1.6, we can identify 
= 
several alternative ways of partitioning the iµput 
\ 
matrix,· as shown. 
• 1 
13 
. ,··- ,. ·-' 
.•· 
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"r • : • 
. . . 
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j -,. ....... ,~-. 
, ... '• .... 
.. 
Rl R2 R3 R4 
Al 1 1 0 0 
-A2 1 1- .1 1 
A3 ' . 1 1 1 1 



















Rl. R2 R3 R4 
-
. Al· 1 1· 0 0 
A2 1 l 3 3 
C 
A3 1 1 3 3 
.i 
A4 0 2 3 3 , , 
ALTERNATIVE 1 
•' 
Rl R2 R3 R4 
Al 1 3 0 0 
A2 2 2 2 2 
A3 2 2 2 2 




Rl R2 R3 R4 
Al l 1 o, 0 
A2 1 1 4 .5 
I '(-' 
A3 2 3 3 3 
' 
A4 0 3 3 3 
ALTERNATIV.E 3 
, ... \ _ -~ 
.. 
.. -,·.:- : \ ''•,' 





If. we were to examine all pos'·sible partitioned matrices 
' 
that can be ·generat.ed from a giverl binary matrix, a~d 
\ 
determine the time-space requirement·s of _each, we could 
identify that r~s~lt wh~ch optimally 's-tisfies the 
,specified c·riterion. This tota·1 enumeration approach 
: requires a substantial amount of computing time to 
search all selection levels (first block selection, 
I 
I 
second block selection, etc.) of a large, complex matrix. 
However, results of our investigatidns indicate that 
"'\. .. 
. complete enumeration is unnecessary to obtain results 
which are improvements over those of existing algorithms. 
•. ,J, 
. . . 
'•. ._ " 
Since we have determined that alternative partitioned· 
matrices can be generated from a give'll Jinput matr_ix (i.e., 
Figure 1.6), it would be useful to provide· machine cap~ 
ability for ·generating such a set ·of matrices and determine 
how each compares to the others of the set in terms of 
time-space deman4s on the user system. This i~plies th~t 
some degree· of independence from the prescribed selection 
criterion is required. In the case of NPM, this independ~ 
/ 
ence from the selection criterion is provided at the zero 
. 
level (i.e., first block selection), in that a source of 
\• 
alternative blocks is. provided. This set consists of' all 
blocks which can be identified in the original input 











subsequent selections on the specified criterion ea~h 
,, time we partition the· matrix, we can genera~~ as many; 
0 partitioned matrices is there are entries in B. For 
example, if 
0 · 0 0 B = {B1, B2, ... ' 
then N partitione'd m·atrices can be generated. This 
concept is illustrated in Figure 1.7 • 







Bl (n-1),s LEVEL 1 
B2 B2 LEVEL 2 B2 J,s N,s 3,s 
• 
• • • • 
• • • • I 
L-1 















In F~gure ·1 .• 7, t-h-e supe·r·s cript. r.efers · to .t:he 
select.ion level' the first sub's·cript i.ndicates the . 
ze·ro-level block des~gnation, and the subscripts 
. ' 
indicates that the block is a subset of the s·ame 
block on a previous level. The block selections a~ 
. 
each level are identified by circles. For ·example, 
if block 1 i~~specified as the first block selection, 
.• 
. ·,: 
0 1 2 L-1 L the resultant block set (B1 , B2 , 6 , B3 , 6 , ••• ,BJ,s'BK,s) 
will be used to partition t~\matrix. Obviously. a 
. . 
set of matrices generated by specifying different zero-
level blocks is only a subset of all partitioned matrices 
that can be generated from a given input matrix. How-
ever, since zero-level blocks, are, i-n general, much 
larger .(in tQtal entries) than blocks at subsequent•· 
levels, these blocks will have the most ef.fect on ·the 
time-space requirements of a partitioned matrix. 
" We have incorporated into NPM, the capability (a 
user option) of generating a set of alternative parti-
-
tioned matrices for two reasons~ First, in spite of 
. 
an established bldck selection criterion, we have no 
guarantee that the resultant partitioned matrix is 
optimal or near optimal. By ienerati~g this set of 
alternative. matrices, we· increase -the likelihood that 
' an opti.mal or near optimal solution has been generat~d. 
--- ·::_~· .. ·: 
.. 
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Second, ·it is felt· that such a set of matrices whi~h 
exhibit varying· time-s~ace requirements, will provide· v 
I . 
. . 
the designer with a useful tool for decision table 
software development, in that time-space tradeoffs 
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'CHAPTER 2 : . ' 
' . 
·DETERMINATIO~ OF THE EFFECTS OF BLOCKING ON TIME 
.. 
AND SPACE 
Measurement of Block Contribution to Effici·ent 
Utilization of Space 
We stated previously, that the consolidation of 
action sequences is a metnory saving technique.· For 




"how much" memory can be saved byincorporating·a 
particular block is of obvious impo~tance. Therefore, 
we must formulate a measure of the benefit derived from 
the formation of a particular block. 
· ....... 
Consider a block composed of k actions and m rules. 
Because the action sequences forming the block are 
identical for them rules, we can eliminate all but one 
of these action sequences without loss o·f information. 
This implies that we can save the space required.to 
store the k(m-1) unnecessary actions if we incorporate 
the block. Thus, the quantity k(m-1) represents the 
inhereit space savings of the ~lock. In co~traat,
1 
,o Burnham's [2] selection criterion incorporates the block 
having the largest total number of actions. In t·he case 
of overlapping blocks which hav .. e the same total· number 
of actiops, the block having the lar:gest number of action.a 
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in its block sequence is select.ed. As we will ~hbw in 
. . 
t.he f.ollowi~g -e·xamp.le , .. this: p.ro.ced·ure .. .-does· .not. :guarantee , 
that the s.elect.ed block prov.ides .. t.he-' ·maximum ·s..avi~gs in 
st·or~ge. · 
. 
Cons.ider the two potenti.al .bl.ocks i:ndicat.ed in the 
matrix of F~gure 2.1. 
Rl R2 R3 
Al· X X 
A2 X X X 
. . 
Block 1 = {Rl,R2;Al,A2,A3} 
Block 2 = {Rl,R2,R3;A2,A3} 
Figure 2.1 
If we assume that all actions have a unit weight then, 
using Burnham's criteria for .block selection, we would 
incorporate block 1 since both blocks have the sa~e 
tot.al number of ·actions (6), and block 1 contains the 
la~gest number of actions in,its bl6ck sequence (3 ·vs. 
2 f·or block 2) ·.; We can. determine the· .memory savings 
(in terms of actions) in·herent in each block dir~ctly 








·' . '·" ·, : •, • .. , . ' . ~· 
I --· 
,. 
Correspondi~g .action. does not req~ire p.r.ogrammi~g. 
X X X 
. X i X 
X X X 
Figure 2.2 
.. 
From this simple example, we can re,adily see that block 
2 actually results in a larger reduction in memory 
requirements than is pos_sible with block 1. 
' With these ideas.in mind, we can formulate an 
..B -
expression for the potential storage reduction, PSR, 
obtainable from a block ~s follows: For a block con-
sisting of m rules and k actions, 
PSR = (m-1)}:wk, 
k 
where k indexes the act.ions in the block sequence, and 
Wk is the weight assign~d to the ·k-th action·of the 
(l) 
block se.quence. Equation (I) pr~vides a more realistic 
... 
approach to measuring storage reduction than existing 
methods·!·~ as we no longer restrict ·the actions of the 
matrix to be equally weighted. 
· Ef feet of Co.nd·1 t·iona·l-Transf·er Blocks o·n Pot·ential 
·storage Reduct~on 
We indicated in Chapter 1 that conditional-trans1er 











branching upon termination of the block sequence.· Since 
. 
' 
this decision logic is associated with ~11 of the block 
rules, it effectively app.ears ·as an addition~! action,. 
AD, in the block sequence. · If· w.e assign a weight WD to 
··this decision node, we .can express th~ net. storage 
,, 
reduction, NSR, as 
(II) 
Effect of Conditional-Transf~r Bl·ocks.·~n Expected 
I 
\ Execution Time. 
, 
' 
· As indicated in t.he ·previous sec.tion; the decis.ion. 
, ' ·--,' -., 
logic of a conditiona·l-t.ransfer block is. common to all 
\ \) 'f'..., 
block rules. Therefore·, ··.the increase·. __ in·_._.tne~ .·ex-·p·ected 
execution time, EET, of the matrix ·d.ue to the·. ·formation. 
\ 
of the conditional~transfer bloc~ is,: 
(III) 
( where TD is the number of ti~,.units required to execute 
the decision logic, m inde~es the block rules, and p is 
m 
the frequency of execution of them-th block rule. Equa-
' 
tions (II) and (III) provide us with a means of measuring 
the effect incorporating a particular block will have on 
the resources of the user sys.tem. 
I Integration of·Time and Space Considerations 
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- usually constrained by ·the .amount o.f time allowed· for 
\ . . . 
, 
. ' 
the program to ex·ecute and/ or the amount ·of stor~ae __ : ' 
., 




in storage requirements usually resultsfl! in a correspond-· '> "": • •• ~· 
• 1· . ,.( , 
ing increase in execution time, and vice ver~~. By_ 
·• t,,~ ' . ,, 
.re.structuring the··'b,;;asic programming __ scheme, we can· 
•... ' . . .... :\' ,:;11·\. . 
:;:·~ 
·•. : ~ . 
' . 
" .. 
, • ~ ·~ !"' I t,. .' .: • • , 
generate at seiies of program~ ·which provide id~~tiial · 
I', ' ,~• •'' ·~ 
... 
. 
resul+.S·, .. but- place'..<varying demands upon Sy.stem res·ou:rces • .. ·-' .. 
' 
. . :. . . . ·.·.··- . . ... · .... ' :.. ' . , ,:~:: 
BeJ:zer'i[ 11 refers, -to tlf::f_s s.et of alternative programs·· a• .· - ... ___ ': 
,r, . f'-' •• ~. .. '' ' • ' • ' • • , • • ' • • • • "-
. ' - . \ ... . 
• t, I, ,I ,•~ './>f•.,1,., ' . .. ., l ' 
, a "f am~ly~' _of _pro-grams,. 
:: . . 
tf we. were to d-~termine the 
.,.,.,. 
sf)_ac·e-time req.uire·ments of each program in the fam~ly·,·,. 
. . 
_•e could produce a space~~ime plot similar to the 
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From this plot, we can determirie the most effic·ient 
r,:_,J 
programs by identifyi~g the undominated entries of 
the set. The region of dominance of a program Pis 
defined as those points located in the first quardrant 
which has the space-ti~e coordinate location p of the 
program Pas its origin. Those entries in Figure 2.3 
,-
i 
which are not in the region of dominance of any other 
entry, represent the most efficient programs. 
If.we now consider the fact that a partitioned 
matrix corresponds to a unique flowchart, then any 
' 
alrernative partitioning of the matrix will result in 
a different flowchart. Thus, like the family of pro-
grams described by Beizer, we can generate a family of 
flowcharts, each of which has associated time-space 
requirements. If we generate the time-space coordinates 
' 
corresponding to the various partitioning alternatives, 
and determine the undominated entries, we will have 
identified the most efficient parti~Vonings of the matrix. 
The procedure we will describe in the.following 
chapters will provide us with the capability of gen~rat-
ing the time-space coordinates corresponding to alterna-
tive partitioned matrices. We .feel that this result will 
provide the designer with the flexibility he needs to 













.. DESCRIPTION OF THE NEW PARTITIONING MO.DULE· (NPM) 
Intioduction to the T·echn~que 
The function of NPM is to transform a binary input 
.. 
· -atrix into either a sing~e partitioned matrix o~ a set 
0 of partitioned matrices, and to provide the analyst with 
. ' ,• 
; ' 
- '., ' 
t·he time-space requirements o.f each~'\,s,rch partitioned 
matrix. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the module inputs 
consist of the binary input matrix and the associated rule 
probabilities and action weights. The partitioning 
technique is divided into two stages: 1) the identification 
stage, during which all zero-level blocks existing in the 
input matrix are determined, and 2) the selection-modifi-
cation stage, during which the sequential selection of· 
blocks forming the partitions, and the modification of the 
remaining blocks after each block selection are carried 
out. Either a single_ partitioned matrix, where all block 
selections are hased o~ a specified criterion (i.e., max-
imize the 0 net storage reduction or minimize the increased 
~ expected execution.time), or a set of partitioned matrices 
. (multiple output), where each matrix of the set is 
partitioned in response tQ a different zero-level blo·ck 
selection, can b~ generated by NPM at the users discretio~. 
We will provide greater detail with respect to the· parti-
tioning process 'in subseq,uent · section of this chapter. 
· 25 
t, 
_.,. •. ..J _, 
~- ··~ .. 





























BLOCK 1. PARTITIONED MATRIX 
SELECTION- 2. REPRESENTATION OF 
ODIFICATION BLOCKS FORMING 







MENTS OF PARTITIONED 
MATRIX 
MULTIPLE OUTPUT 
1. PARTITIONED MATRIX 
BASED. ON INITIAL 
FORCED SELECTION OF 
ZERO-LEVEL BLOCK #1 
2. . .. 
3. . .. 
• 
• 
11-.-P-A_R_T_I T--IO_N...;•E_D_M_A_T_R_I.;..X _ _..._J 
BASED ON INITIAL 
FORCED SELECTION OF 
ZERO-LEVEL BLOCK #n 
2. . .. 
3. • •• 
• 
FIGURE 3 .1. , . . ,, 
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Inp:ut· · Reg·uire·ments 
There are. thr.ee :1n.p.uts· requt.r.ed by NP·M: 
1.. T}:le binary actio~/_·r.ule· ma.trix, 
. V 
2. ___ n .action we~ght ve.·ctor who.se. entr.ie-s ·are. · 
propo.rti·onal to the ·s tor.fLge requir·ements of 
the corres.po.ridi~g action, and 
,1 ... ·= · 3. a probab.ility vector whose en·tr.ies are· the 
probab.ilities of the ·rules bei~g -e~e·cuted. 
' 
Si.nee r-ule probabilities are us.ed as a basis ·for 
block selection, ~tis h~ghly desirable to obtain accurate-
estimates of their values. 0> These estimates can be 
obtained by using a di~gon.al square matrix of d·im·ension 
equal to the number of rules in the or~ginal decisiGft 
table, as shown in F~gu~e 3.2. Each element on the main 
di~gonal corresponds to a unique rule, and each action. 
bi,i=l, ••• ,r, reco.rds the number of times the associat.ed 
rule is executed during a pre.scribed. number of en·tries ··'". 
. . . 
into the table.- Usi~g this scheme,.· the· .rule ·probab.ili~ti·es· 
. ' 
can be _ree,xamined .peri.odically, say .e.very N entr.ie.s --~-nto 






occurred in their distrib.ution. If a ~~gnificant di_ffer~ 
ence is. detected, the.new probab.ilitie~ can be comput.ed by, ~ 
,. ' 
·b '. 
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The :Bl~ck .Ide~t-ific~tio~ s·t•ge 
It 'is the function of the Block 'ldenti'fication Sta.ge 
to. ·determine the ze.ro-.1.evel b·locks in t.he inp.ut matrix. 
To identify these- zero-level blocks, the binary matrix is 
converted into a cumulati.ve-sum matrix. ~ des·cr~ption of 
t~is procedure f.ollows, and. an illustr.ative exa~ple is 
\ 
-~resented in Figtire ·J.3. 
.. 
i: 
. , . 
















:STEP 1 Assign to each ~ow of the binary matrix 
an increasinpg power~of-two, .assigning 2° 
1 to the ·1ast row, 2 to the next-to-last ... 
row, etc. 
.. 
STEP 2 Starting with the next-to-last row, replace 
STEP 3 
•11 1 entries with the sum of the a,signed 
row value -nd the cortesponding enfry in 
the last row. 
Repeat this procedure for all preceeding 
rows, replacing all 1 entries with the 
sum of the row val~e and the previous 
"· 
cumulant in the column corresponding to 
the 1 entry. Note that the zero-entries 
of the matrix are not altered. 
The cumulants formed in this manner are unique. Thus, if 
identical cumulants are encountered in a particular rQw 
of the cumulative-sum matrix, we know that the correspond-
ing entries for the remain·der· of the columns associated 
' 
with these cumulants are also identical. As the zero-level 
blocks are identified, they must be maintained in a form 
. . . 
which will readily provide inf9rmation· regarding block 
,i, .. 
' 
interrelationships, and that can eas~ly be modified in 
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.. 
Rl R2 R3. 
Al 1 0. ·1 
A2 0 ] 1 
A3 1 1 1 
a) BINARY INPUT MATRIX 
Rl R2 R3 
Al 1 0 1 
A2 0 3 3 
A3 1. 1 1 
c) BEGIN FORMING 
CUMULATIVE-SUM 
MAT,RIX 
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Al ] n , 
... 
A2 0 1 1·· 
A3 1. 1 1 
b) ASSIGN POWERS-OF-TWO 
} 
Rl R2 R3 
Al 5 0 7 
A2 0 3 3 



















.. j ' 
-is -.met b.y .Utiliz.a:tion of .block· V,e-ctor·s .• I I • . ' A :block vector is 
a st·o.r~ge array .. co.ntaini~g inf·ormation aQ:out a p·articular 
block in the· matr-ix •. The synt:actical· re'p.re.se11tati~n- of a 
. block vector is. given as follows: 
" . 
<·BLOCK VECTO.R>_r: :.=<ACTION :FIELD:><RULE FIEL.D.><MISCELLANEOUS 
;, SU-BFIELD 111.><MISC. s··u.BFIELD f/2.><Mis·c. 
' 
· SUBFIELD 113> 
where, 
·' 
<ACTION FIELD> contains. ·I-entries correspondi~g to the row 
<RULE FIELD> 
ind~ces (.action#) of the block. 
contains I-entries correspondi~g t-o the 
column i.ndices (rule II) of the bl~ock. 
<MISC. SUBFIELD #1> contains·; O.=direct~transfer block 
!=conditional-transfer block 
d~ri~g block identification, or 
1=.ove.rlappi~g .block 
-2=zero (·empty) vector 
duri~·g block selection-modification. 
<MISC. SU-BFIELD 112> contains the numb·er of .actions. in the ,,.. 
.block. 
<MISC. SUBFIELD 113>. co.ntains t.he .n·umb·er of· .rules in t.he 
. ' 
. block. • 
·' . 
' ·--... ':"" . 
. ' ' 
·.{ 
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As an -example of how a block is ,.rep~e.sen~ed in.block 
vector ·form,. cons.i.der t.he biri:ary. inp.ut· matrix :of F~;gure 
a 
3. 41, which has been. locat.ed. ·dur_i~g the -bloc·k-.identifica~ 
' 
tion s t~ge. The ve.ctor en·t ries for this. case are 





, 1 1 0 0 
v 
R-1 R2 R3 
•. 
Al 1 1 1 
A2 0 1 1 
A3 0 0 1 
BLOCK =·{R2,R3;Al,A2} 
FIGURE 3.41 
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.In -f~_:gu-re 3 •. 42,. th·e.re ·are 1-entr.ies in pos.iti·_ons one· and· 
two of th.e action. f.i.eld, c·or.respondi~g to. t.he· rows 
(actions) in the bl:ock, ·and 1-e.n·tr.ies in posl tions. two 
and three of the· .r.ul·e f.i.eld, cor.respo.nding ·to the ·columns 
. 
, 
. (rules) in the .block. Subfi.e.ld · one contains a 1 si.nce 
we are in block .identif.ication and. the block is obviously 
a co.nditional-transf·er bl.ock. , The 2 · in subfie.ld 2 
rep~esents the n·umb·er of action.s i·n ·the bl.ock and the 2 
in subfield 3 is the number of ·rules in the block. 
The zero-level .hlaek vectors and the associat.ed NSR 
(net stor~ge reduction) aftd EET (exp.ect.ed -execution time) 
., 
values are stor.ed in the IAR Table and VNET Table, 
re.spectively, d·uri~g the block identification st~ge as is 
illustrated in F~gure -3. 5. 
. .... 
(ZERO-LEVEL 
(NSR) (EET) BLOCK 
IDENTIFI- 1 ~1 
CATION 2 2 
• • • STAGE OF • • • 
• • • NPM n-1 n-1 
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Flowchart 1 of Appendix B provides a detail.ed 
description of. the ·pr.ocedure used in .iden·tifyi~fg the 
zero-level blocks in the ·cumulat.ive-s·um matrix de:scribed ·· 
earlier in this s:ection. 
The ·B1·ock ·select·1·0:n:-Mod·.ificati·on ·s·t·age 
It is the ftinc·tion of the sel.ection-modification 
,st~ge to. determine· the partitions of the binary input 
matrix. To accomplish this, the block remaini~g in the 
matrix which best satisfies the spe~ifi.ed block selection 
criterion (either ma~imization of NSR or minimization of 
EET) is incorporated as a partition of the input matrix. 
The remaining blocks of the input matrix which overlap 
the selected block are then modified in response to this 
selection. This insures that the modified blocks are 
independent of the selected block. As illustrated in 
17 
Figure 3.6, the !ARB Table and the VNETB Table are used 
to store the block vectors and the correspondi~g NSR 
~~d EET values, resp.ectively,· res.ultiµg duri~g· the 
selection-modification process. As illus·trat.ed in 
F~.gure 3 .• 6, the IARB Main Sub-table is initialized from 
the !AR Table at the start of each partitioni~g :run. At 
this point, the M-in Sub-table will contain all· zero.-level 
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BLOCK 
SELECTION 
MOD IF I CA~. __ 
TION STAGE 




. ,The ini ti.al block s.election can be :acc·omplished in 
o.ne of· two w··ays: 
... 
1. Bas.ed on o.ne of the available se.lection cri t·e.ria 
indicated ab.ove, or 
, .•. 
. -~ ·. -
.~ .. 
, . . '. : .. 
'. I,, • •,• ~ •• 
' . 
; ·.' . ,i; ~-. . 
.;,. '.' , . 
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,, . ·a forced -selectio~- -d·uri~g a·multi.p.le output ··run.~ 
R~gardelss of the typ,e of ini ti.al s.election, .all :sub.seq.uerit 
selections are ·bas.ed on t.he sp·ec_ifi.-ed ·cri.terion. The 
followi~g di:s cuss ion wi.11 .elab·orate on the .s te.ps · involv.ed 






. -- . .. . . 
. . 
Consider the s~t of blocfs i11ustrated in Figure 3· •. 71 · 










BLOCK 1 1 
BLOCK 2 0 
Rl R2 R3 R4 RS R6 R7 
o· 0 1 1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
BLOCK 2 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
" 
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 ,. 
.. BLOCK 1 
BLOCK 3 
FIGURE 3.71 
IARB (MAIN)(PRE-SELECTION STAT-E) 
VNET.B r_ 
32. 1 32 NS.R EET 
Q 
1 1 1 1 o ... o 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 ••• o. 1. s 3 9. 0.429 
1 1 0 0 0 ••• o. 1 ·l 1 l. l. 1 1 ••• o. l. 2, .7 .11. 1.0 
BLOCK 3 0 0 0 O. 1 1 ••• 0 0 0 0 O. 1 1 0 ••• 0, 0 2 2· 2. 0. 0 
FIGURE 3:. 72 
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• . ~., 
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For this -example .. the sp.ec.ifi.ed s.elect·ioil ci.ri:t'erio·n will b-e. 
... 
to max·imi.ze NSR. Each .action will .be as.s·umed ·to· h,ave a 
we~ght of one, and .all· :rules are as:s·umed e·qually ·prpbab.le •. 
" Since sele.ction is bas.ed on t:he maximum NSR value, 
block 2 would be ·tran.sferred to the Out.put Vector Sub~ 
'table •. A snapshot of the pos·t-s.ele.ction Main and Output 
... 
Vector Sub-tables is illustrat.ed in F~gure 3-. 73. 
IARB (MAIN)-(POST-SELECTION STAT-E) 
VNETB I: POSITION+! ,32 1 .. 32 NSR EET 
BLOCK 1 1 1 1 1~ 1 0 ••• 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0. ~. 0 1 5 3 9. 0.429 
-~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ••• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ••• 0 2 0 0 o. o.o 
BLOCK 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 ••• 0 0 0 0 0. 1 1 0 ••• 0 1 2 2 2. 0.0. 
IARB (O.V.-)-(POST-SELECTION STATE) 
VNETB . POSITION+l 32 1 32 NSR EET 
0 1 1 0 0 o ••• o 1 1 1 Y 1 1 1 ••• 0 1 2 7 11.0 1.0 
FIGURE J .• 73 
At . this point the .bl.ocks in t.he in.put· matrix wh:ich 
o.verlap with the s.elected .block must be mod.if.~.ed by .at 





let:l°st the am·ount of t.he .overlap. 
bf modifyi~g an -existi~g bloek: 
T.h·e.re ·are two: conse:que.n.ee~ 
1. The modifi.ed block is el·imina~ecf .. in tn:a·t th·'e'r·e fl, 
- . 
- . - •.• 
are insufficient non-overlappi~g a:cjti.on -seque:11.ce/si. 
•:i 
.3·1 . i . . 
.• 
<l • •• ,.. " ~ 
'. ~· ~. . 
1_ .v 
__ ...... ··-·--- ·---- ..... ··- . 
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··; . -·: 
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0 • 
' . remaini~g. to form a l~gt.tim•te block •. .. ' . 
' ' 
2. A· new block(s)·· is (are) . g.e.nerat.ed ·from the 
non-oveilappi~g :action se·qu~nc~s ~emainin~ 




' ~: . 
I . ' . 
iJ ' 
•. ~ ' 
·Note that condition 1 ap.plies to .bl.o.ck ·3 and condi:tion 2· 
/ . 
applies to block 1. The pos·t-modif,ication !ARB (Mai-n) 
Tab~e is illus·trat.ed in F~gure 3.74. 
IA.RB (MAIN)- (POS·T-MODIFICATION STAGE) ..J 
v·NETBB 
POSITION 1 32 1 32 NSR EET 
BL O CK 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 • • • 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 • • • 0 1 2 3 3 • .. 0 • 4 2 9 
0 0 0 0 0 o .•. o O O O O O O o •.. o 2 0 0 o. o.oo 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ••• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ••• 0 2 0 0 1. Q .• 00 
FIGURE 3. -74 
In_ general, for two overlappi~g blocks M and N, if 
block Mis selected, block N can no longer exist in its 
' 
·or~ginal form because the entries. common to both blocks 
' 
. 
will be in~rporated in block M. Howe.ver, th• .actions 
. of block N which are not·. c·ommon to bl.eek M, 1>:ec·o.me ''·f.re-e'' 
.actions which can f·orm new .blocks. T.he .. ge.ne·ration _of a 
new bl:ock can ·o.ccur in twQ ways: 
1. If .ident:ical action sequences consistillg of a:t 
least two entries are fre.ed,by the elimin,ti,a 
of the sou'rce bl_ock N, and these action sequen.:'¢~$··· · 
I 
• '~ 
3:a· ·)_: ''· .,, 
' 1' ~ '• '.1 
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. 
o·ccur · in. two .or ·more tules: e·xc·1~siv·e of .the 




' ~ N block rules of M, then these sequences can 
combine to form a new block. We· refer to this 
. 
. type of modification as rule ·modification. 
2. .If two or mor~ identical .a~tion,, sequenc·es 
containi~g at least two entries are f~eed 
by. the elimination of the source. block N, · a"Q. __ d 
0 
' 
the rules corresponding to these sequen~es inter~ < . 
sect the set of block rules of M, but are 
exclusive of the block sequence of M, then 
these sequences can combine to form a new block. 
We refer to this type of modification.·as action 
modification. 
Each vector in the Main Sub-table is subjected to 
both rule and action modification (if applicable) by NPM. 
Since this procedure can generate more. than one new block 
from a given block vectot, the Supplementary Sub-t.able 
is used to provide for unique temporary storage (in vector 
I • 
. • ''tj 
.. 
.. 
. . . t . .., ..... ,.... . • . -·"" format) for the second and subsequent new blocks gen~fkt~d 
from a·given block vector • 
. After all blocks in the rain Sub;.,table have. been 
modified, the contents of the Supplementary Sub-table are 
transferred to the Main Sub-t~ble, and the cycle is 
repeated. A detailed description of the selection--modi:f>f~· . 














Th.ete are two. ty.pes· of :outp.uts .. ge.n·er.at.~d by NPM, 
classified as ·p~imary_ and s.econdary ·outputs.· Primary 
outputs· were illus·trat.ed in abb.rev:Latea fo·rm in Figure. 3 .1. 
For the si~-gle :out.p.ut option·· the followi~g. inf·ormat:l.:on 
is generat.ed: 
1. The binary ·in·put mat·rix, , 
2. · the block vectors correspo.ndi:ng t-o the blocks 
formi~g the partitioris, 
3. · the NSR aitd EET values for eaeh· block in (2), 
4. the time-space coordinates of the partitioned 
matrix, and 
5. the partitioned matrix. 
For the multiple-output option, the binary ·input matrix is 
only printed once for the set of matrices. Items 2 
thro~gh 5 are printed for each partitioned matrix of the 
set. In addition, the initial forced ze~o-level block 
selection is._given for each matr-ix. This. last item 
pro~ides a means of identification for r~generati~g a 
parti·cular matrix of the s.et. 
The s~eco.ndary ·pri.nto.ut is o.ptional,_ and consists of 
inte·rmediate re·sults of ~ach block selection and :sub-
sequent matrix· modification, .. wh·ere each s.election-
modification cycle is refe·rred to as a ''level". The· 
. . " ,' .i; 
.. ti> . 
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• I • ' 
information included in · the s.e.co.ndary: outpu~ is list:e·d·., 
as foll,ows: 
. . , \J· 
·~ 
1. A listing of th~ IAR Table (i~e., the zero~ 
• 
level blo~k vectors) • 





. 3. the block selection for the i-th level., 
4. the NSR .and E'ET values of each .block, 
remaining in the matrix prior to modification 
during the i-th level, 
. 
' . ·' 
. . . 





5. the !ARB Main Sub-table prior to the modification 
in the i-th level, 
. .  
6. the IARB ~ain Sub-table after i-th level 
modi~i c_ation, 
7. the IARB Supplementary Sub-table after i-th 
level modification, 
8. the Output Vector Sub-table after i-th level 
modification, 
· 9. the numb·er of zero vectors in the Main Sub-table 
after i-th level modifipation, and 
ilJ~, 
'I 
• 1~ ~~ - ••• 
.. ,.,,. 
q 
' ' I , j s' _- ~·-_ '· '·,1. -. ' 
... 
·,. 
' ;Ao"• . 
• 
10·. the numb·er of ·non-zero vect·ors in th.e 
level· modification. 
Examples of ·pr·imary and_ ·.s.eeo.ndary out:puts · are 
illus·trat.ed in F~gures ~ .8 1 and _3 .• , res.p:ect.i.vely. 
In its present f·o·rm, NPM prov.ides the use.r with 
several options with r~gard to the type of ouiput and 
the objective (i.e., minimization of space requirement 
or minimization of -exp.ect.ed exe~ution time) desired. 
The options are contr.olled by switches in the pr~gram, 
an-d their value must be specifi.ed by the user. A 
s,ummary of these option switches is. given below: 
PURPOSE 
1-. Block S.election 
Criterion 
SWITCH VALUE RESPONSE 
IOPTN 1 Blocks selected on 
. . : "·' 
.• 
basis of maximum NSR 











2 Blocks s.elect.ed on 
basis of min~mum EET 
0 Si~gle partitio.ned 
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Second•ry outputs are 
ge.nerat.ed .r 
1 no s.econdary outputs 
. gener.~1%-ed 
• 
A variable, KKNT, is used in conjunction with the 
JOPTN switch to sp.ecify the block vector from wh.ich initial 
forced selections are to b~gin for multiple output runs. 
For example, ff ther·e are 14 block vectors in the IAR 
Table and the value of KKNT is 12, three partitio~ed 
matrices will be. generated ·by NPM, where the initial blokk 
selected for each run is 12, 13, and 14, respectively. For 
test and experimental pur~oses, an action we~ght vector 
ACTWT and a rule probability vector RLPRB have been 
incorporated in NPM. Both vectors are ini ti.al-iz.ed by the 
user by means of DATA statements. Finally,. the variable 
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THE BINARY INPUT MATRIX FOLLOWS 
I I 
" . " 
0 I I 
" 
I I 
I 0 0 I I I· I I I I .. 
I I I I I I I I 
• 
1 
I I l I I l I t I I 
I I . I I 0 I . 0 l 0 I \,,, ;.-·-~--=-=- ..,.: 
I t I t l 0 . I 0 I 0 . "' . .. ···"··· 
I I l I 0· I 0. I 0 .I .•. . ~ 
1 I I I 1 . 
" 
I 0 0 I ~ ,'· 
_~,.: .• 
TH·E OUTPUT BLOCK VECTORS FOLLOW 
• . • . • . . * • • • ***** 
11000000000000000000·000000000000100001000100000000000000000000000 2 3 
000001 t'1000·000000000000000000000111100000000000000000000000000000 3 4 
011101000~0000000000000000000000000010101000000000000000000000000 4 3 
00111000000000000000000000000000111101010100000000000000000000001 3 7 
THE INDIVIDUAL BLOCK VALU£S FOLLOW 
NSR £ET 
0.400000E+0t 0.000000£+00 
0e900000E+01 . 0.000000e:+00 
0.150000E+02 0e300000£+00 
0.650000£+02 0e700000E+00 
·THE TIM£-SPACE COORDINATES ARE 0.10000~£+01 
THE PARTITIONED MATRIX 
I 4 0 0 0 I 9 0 
1 0 0 s 6 I 6 I I 
2 2 2 2 6 2 6 2 
2 2 2 2 6 2 6 2 
. 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 
3 3 3 3 6 0 6 0 
3 3 3 3 0 8 ·0 12 















FIGURE J .• 8 
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THE IAR TABLE FO.LLOWS · ,, . 
.. 
.. 
. . ' 
) ' . 
,\' ,,, . ,4',. 
' ' • I• ,• 
•• • • • • • • • • • ••••• 
e_t .. ~ 11 ~.11000,0000000000~0~·00000000100.100000000000.000000000000000000 7 2 ·· 
0111010 t 00000000000·00000000000000000 t 010000000000.000000000000000·0 . s · -e 
0-1111010000000000000000000000000000001010000000000000000000000000. 5 · 2 
001i1111000000000000000000000000111·10000000000·0000000000000000000 6 4 
000000-110000000000000000000000001 t 1 r0000010000000000000000:0000·000 _ 2 s 
1111·10ri00000000000000000~0000000000~10001000000000~000000000000162 
11 l 10 I 0000000000000000000000000000000010'10000000000000000.0000000 I ·_ 5 2 
011101~0000~0~0000000000000000000000101010000000~000000~000000001 4·3 
0111101000000000000000000000000000000t010100000000000~00000000001 5 3 
11i1100000000000~000000000000000100001000100000~0000000~00000000j 5 3 
. · 01J l-10000.0000000000P.100A00"1.000000 I 0A 1010 I 0·10000000000000000000000 I · 4 5 
0011 I 00000000000000000000000A000 t l 110 l 0101000000000000000000000'01 3 7 
1 l l I 0000000000.0000A0000000000A00100001 101 I 000000000.0000000000000 I 4 5 
0111000000000000000·0000000000000100111111 l 00000000000000000~0000 I 3 8 
00110000000000000000000000000~00111111111100000000000000000000001 218 












0 • 4·7000.0-E:+02 




















0 • 1100000£+0 l 
.. 
FIGUR·E 3·. 9 
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THE SELECTED VECTOR FOR LEVEL 0 FOLLOWS 
• • • • • • • • • • •••• 00111000000000000000000000000000111101010100000000000000000000001 3 7 
ITS VALUE IS 0e650000E+02 





























0 • 800000£+00 
. 0 .100000·£+0 t 
• 
THE !ARB CHAIN> TABLE FOR LEVEL· 0 FOLLOWS 
': ... ~ . 
• 
* • • • * • . • . • •••• 011111110000000000000000000000001001000000000000000000000000000~1 7 2 ' . ' 
. 01110101000000000000000000000000000010100000000000000000000000000 5 2 01111010000000000000000000000000000001010000000·000000000000000001 5 2 0011 11 I 100000000000000.000A000000 l 1 I l 0000000000000000000000000000 l 6 4 000000110000000000~00~00000000001111000001~000000000~000000000000 2 5 1111 1010000000000000000000·0~"1000000001000 I 00000000000.000000.000001 · 6 .·· 2 11110100000~0000~0000000000000000000001010000000000000000000000~0 S 2 011 I 0 l 000000000000000000000.00000000010101000.0000000000000000000.00 4 3 . . . 
' . . 01111010000000000000000000000000000001010100000000000000000000001 5 3 111J1~~00000000000000000000000~0100001000100000000000000000000a01 s 3 011 I _l 000000000000000000000000000100 l.01010 l 00000000000000000000001 4 5 0000000000.0000·00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000,000002 e· e 111100000000000000000000000000001000011011·00000000000000000000001 4 5 01110000000000000000000000000000100111111100000000000000000000001 3·s . . . . ' .. 001 ~ 000000000000000000:0000000000 l l l 11 l t l I l 0000000000000000000.000 I 2 I 0 













THE IAR.B <MAIN> TABL~ AFTER. I..EV£L 0 FOLLOWS 
•. . . 
. . . •. . . . . ·~··· 00000111000000000000000000000000100100000000000000000000000000001 3 2 
.0111·01010000~000000.00000000000000000101000000000000·00000000008009 S 8 000.000000000a00000000000000000000000000000000000000·00000000000002 e e 0000011· 10000000000000000·0000000·01 1 t. t 0000000000000000000000000000 l 3 4 000.0001i000000000000000000000000111100000.100000000000000000000000 2 5 
· 110000100000000000000000000000000000010001~000000000~000000000001 2·2 111101000,000.~0000000~~0000000000000010100000000000000~000000000·5, 2 01110100000000000000000000000000000010101000000000000000000000000 4 3 0000000000000000000000000000000000.0000000000000000000000000000002 0 8 lf000000A00000000000A00000000000100001000l00000000000000000000001 ·2 3 00000{eJ000'0000000000':.J00000000000000000000000000"000000000000.000002 lf 8 0000000000000000000000~000000000000000000000000000000000000000002 0 8 110000000~000~0000000j00000000001~00~11011000000000000~0~000000j1 2 5 000000000000·000000000000000000000·00000000000000000000000000000002 0 9 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000A0000000002 0 0 
THE IARB <SUPP> TABLE AFTER LEVEL 0 F'OLLOWS 
• • • • • • • • ••••• l I l l 000000000009'0000000000A00000000_000 I 0 l 0000000·0000000000000000 I · "4 2 0111000000~0~0000000000000000000~0001010,000000000000000000~00001 3 3 0011~00000000000000000000000000000001010100000000000~000000000001 2 3 
THE OUTPUT VECTORS AFTER LEVEL 0 ARE 
* • • • * • • • • •••• 0011 t 00000.0000000.000000000000000 I 1 1 1010 I 0 l 0000000000000000000000 l 3 7 
IARB <MAIN> CONTAINS. 6 ZERO VECTORS 
IARB <SUPP> CONTAINS 3 NONZERO VECTORS 










·-DISCUSSlON OF NPM PE RFO RMAN CE~ MULTIPLE-OUTPUT 
RESULTS~ AND CONCLUS.TIONS 
Comparison of NP-M Results With Those of-Burnham's Bto·cx 
Algorithm 
NPM and BLOCX performance was compared on the basis 
inherent storage savings for the eight ·test matrices in 
Appendix A. In addition, for ·each ~est matrix, both a 
single parti'tioned matrix and a multiple ou~put set was 
generated by NPM. The purpose of this step was to deter-
mine if an improved solution over the single output would 
result if alternative zero-level block s·elections are 
made. The selection criterion used in NPM for these com-
parisons· was maximization of NSR. In establishing the 
conditions of~the experiment, all actions were considered 
.. 
to be equally weighted (=1) and all rules equally probable • 
. 
To provide a common basis for comparison of the results, 
the space savings, reflected in the number of non-
programmed actions for each partitioned matrix was record-
ed. These results are summarized in Table 4.1~ 
From th~ results indicated- in Table 4.1, it can be 
seen that NPM produced equivalent results f~r test matrix 
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It is especially interesti~g to note that for half of the 
test matrices, improvement over the si~gle output results 
was obtained when the multiple-output set was. generated. 
This confirms our ·earlier contention, that basi~g all 
.. 
.• 
block s.elections on a specific criterion does not . . gua-rantee 
the best results. The d~gree of suoeess obtainable by 
. generati~g the multiple-output set for a. giyen input 
matrix, is a ftinction of the z·ero-level block interrela-
/ 
tionships in the inp.ut matrix. . ·From_ .our analysis of. t.he 
te.s t mat ri.ces·, we s~gge.s t the. f.o.llowi~g .. gui.delines £·or 
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. . 1·~. A. complex mat'ri'x,·. where. coniplex:tty c.an 'b'e . . . . . . r ,., 




. . . 
measur.ed · in t·e·rms of· t.he ·numb·er of .ove·r·~ 
lappi~g- ze.ro-1.evel blocks in ~he i-np.ut matrix 
will, in. gener.al, yi.e.ld impr.oved re:sults when 
the niulti.p.le out.put set is g·enerat.ed. This is 
\ 
· .il1us·trat.ed by ·the re:$.u·lts obtain.ed for test 
matrices 5 and 6. 
· 2. · A sparse (h.avi~g few entrie-s) matrix,. wh.ich has 
a proprotionate·ly high number o'f independent 
z·ero-level blocks, will not, in. general, result 
in a substantial improvement (if ,an.y) when the 
multi.ple out:put option is used.· This is 
illustrated by the results obtained for test 
.,, 
matrix 8 • 
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 .illustrate an example of a sparse 
and a riomplex matrix, respectively. 
The comp·arison -of NPM results with those of the 
• I 
.. 
Periick a~gorithm was not as ~·tra~gh_tforward as in th~ case 
of RLOCX. This is. ·due ·mainly to an apparent inconsis.t~ncy· 
of the· Periick a~gorithm in the inclusion of conditional-
trans.fer bl·ocks in t.he. outp.ut set. For -ex·amp.le, in t,he 
case of three of the test matr.ices · (:i..ndicat.ed by: * in 
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•THE B·INARY INPUT MATRIX FOLLOWS TEST MATRIX . 8 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
' ' 
0 0 o· 0 0 0 
0 ·1 ,Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 l 0 ·O 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 O· 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 d 0 ,. 0 o· 0 1 1 0 o. 1 0 0. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 l 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 l 1 o- 0 0 0 0 0 l .Q, 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 o· 1 
0 0 0 1 0 o; 0 0 t 1 0 1 0 ·1 ·o 0 0 
O· 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 I 1 1 0 0 0 o· l ' ' ' 
0 1 0 0 0 o· 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
•THE IAR TABLE FOLLOWS 
, ' 
. '
', '. ,. ; . 
':'I. '· ··,,.' 
·:.: . ' 
~ • • ·,c' •• 
. ... , 
. ," ~ 
i: .. ·, '• , 
~ ,f • -·, ' ·' •• ' 
-: .•. :'- ,' ,, . ; •I. . 
. '·. : ·"' '-~ ',' ... '' 
. ' .. . ' . 
.· '. ·. , ' 
. ·, 
I ,-,_ ' 
.. , . 
' ,, :·_ f ·-· ' -·, • 
· .. ·. --~ ... - " - .,. ·•' .. -. ,; "' 
. ' ' 
. ·\ ,... ' ... 
.. 
, . : 
,· 
. . 
'/ , r- • .;~ .. •, , I 
1:·'""··--. --·d . 
·.,, ') -. 
. ....... , 
- - .. _. 
0 0 :0 O·.:-··O· .o i, . . ' . 
0 0 0 ,• 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 ' -.0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 ·o 0 O-' 0 
0 o· o·. 1 0 ·o 
0 0 0 .1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 o. 0 0 1 
l. o. 0 .o 1 1 
l 0 0 1 0 0 
I 0 I 0 0 l 
. . . . ' . . . ' . . •·•••·• 
0009000l0001000000000000000000.000000901.QOOC>OOQO 1 Q.0000.0000()000000'0 . . ·2 .e 
00000000 l O 1OOOOOOOOOOOOO~OOOOOOQo·ooooooooo.:100.000 l 000000000000.0000 2 8 
.000000000 i.o 1000000000000000000000000.oooo 1000000000.000010000000000 a a 
.. 000000000111oo.0000000000·00000000000000·00000100.0001000000000000000 3 e 
· '' 00000000001100000000000000000000000000010001()000010·00000000000000 2 ·3 
· 000000001100:ooooooooooooooooo·oooooooo·o.0000000100000000.iooo.0000001 2 a 
ao·o.ooo:O:OO,ll.OOCJOOOO.O;QO()OOO'OOOOOOOOOOOC>OQOO'l:OlOOO,OOlO'OOOOOOQ.0000001 2 3 
00000·11000000090000000000·0000·000000000000·0.oooo·tooooo1oqoootlooooo1- a a 
· 00000110000000000~0000000000000000000000000100 fOOOOO 100000000000'1 .a.··. 3 
-00000·110000000000000·0000000000000.0000000001ioo1000001oooooclooooo1 a··• 
.0000011000000·0000000000000000000000000·10·0011001000001000000000001 ··. a,;ts. 
•THE- INITIAL BLOCK VALUES FOLLO·W 
~ ... ,. 
' ' 
.. 
' . ' 
. "'~·G:· ... ·1.rR·  .. E·· . . 4·.·. "1-·. 
... &' .,I;; . l,;I, .· . . ·'. . •. '. -. 
:, - . 
< ·~- ·'"( 
, ... -" 
. .,., 
..;_ :; . 
. '• ,, 
,. f . • ·'. .• . .-, ' 
;;, : -, .. 
'' ' 
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-THE BINARY INPUT MATRIX FOLLOWS TEST MATRIX 6 
0 0 0 1 :o 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 ·o 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 1 0 • 
1' l 0 0 0 0 0 l 1 0 
• l 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 o· 0 1 1 1 0 .o 
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 l 0 0 
0 0 0 1 O· 0. Q; o· 0' 0 
1 1 1 0 1 1 I 1 t l 
I 1 l 0 1. · 1 .1 1 1 I 1· l ..1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 l 0 1 1 l 1 l -1 
l 1 1 0 l l 1 l 1 l 
l l 1 0 l l 1 1 1 l 
0 0 0 0 0 .. 1: I' l I 
1 1 1 0 ., 0 0 0 0 0 
0 o· 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
l 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 I 0 1 0 1 l 
1 l 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
l 1 0 0 0 1 1 .1 0 0 
•THE· l'AR TABLE FotLOW$ 
• • • • •• • • • • • •••• 
00000000000111111010110000000000001010.ooooooooo·oooooooooooooooo·oo .9. 2 
. 0000000000011111110.101000000000000·00000.o 110000·0000000000000000000 .9, e 
000·0000000000000000000 l: 11000000011000100000000·00000·00000000.000090 . 3 3 
00000000000.11111110101000000000000000010110000000000000000000000 l . 9 3 
· 00000000 I lO 111.1' 11-1-0'.l00GOOOOOOOOOOOOOOlO 1000000000000000000000000.1 l O .· 8 . 
oooaooooooo.11-1, 1: 1:1:01'.o~r 1;e0000000000 11o100000000000000.ooooooooooooo 1. 9. 3 
000000-1l10011' 111.101 Ol"00.000000000 l .1000000000000000000000000000000 l I l . 8 
0000000011~111111101q~oooooooooooooo11~00000000000000000000000110 3 
00000000000111111010100000000000111010000000000000000000000000001 8 4 
. 0000000000011•1·11101000000000~000000011111ooooooooooocioooooooooo1 as 
00000.00001011111100000000000000000100111000000·0000000000000000001 7. 4 
000000000001111110000000000000001 ·1 ·1 Q 11111100000000000000000000001 6 9 · 
.. 00000001100000000000000000000000110001.000000000000000000000000001 · 2 3 
·000·00-110000000000000000000000000010000001oooooo:000000000000000001. a a 
-THE INJT IAL ·BLOC·K·. VALUES: FOLLOW 
• 


















even ··t.h:o~g~ .s.uch blocks we.re .avail·•ble aft'er .sele.-ction of 
,, 
.. 
the d·ire~,t-t-rans:f·er .b.l~ocks were .inc.or.p·_or·at.ed.· Th'e · 
' ' 
ct;iterion: us.ed b_y ·NPM. fo·r. this c·omp·arison was min·im-i·z.ation 
I' 
of EET, with th~ ·provision that. conditional~transfer b.locks· 
would be allowed after .all d~·tect~traiisfet·blocks have 
been 1:ncorp·orat.ed. The comp·arison of the res.ul ts. generat.ed 






































A meanipgful ~omparison be~ween the two techni·ques 
is only possi.ble for test matr.ices. 1, 3, and 4, si.nce 
co.ndi tional-trans.fer .blocks were i:ncp-rp:e:r.ated by both 
a;J.gori thms £·or these cases. ·From t.he re:sul ts. of Tab.le· 4. 2, 
we note th_a·t the ·EET values of t.he t·h.r.ee p·art.i tio.ned 
- ·--
mat r i. c es in ·q.ues·t.ion ·are ·the same. Ho.w.eve.r, t.he NSR va:lues:/ 
-· 
of th.e NPM outp.uts ·are h~gh·er. than .. t.he co.rrespo.ndi~g va·lt1e .. s 
S3. 
. ,, .• ~· fh,.: 
. :';' ·.· 
,- •r,· , . 
. • 
'· 
.... •t,/ .. ·'I 







.• d,' . • 
r• --· 
' .. . ' Q 
' . . . . ' ~: ', . . ( . ··. for. 'the p·enic·k ·.a~gorithm. £·or test matr:ices 1 and-- ·4 • 
• 
. . 
· This i.ndicat-es th~t t.he ·NP'M a;J.gor.it.hm is more cons·er.at.ive· · · .· ... 
(, 
. .., -. 
with sp.ace re:qui.rements while· re:q·u_ir.i~g .the s·ame i'.n·crease · 




Illustrative R:xa:m:ple of u;e'~:_Jthei'rNPM Mu.lti:ple~Output 
We i.ndicated in Chap.t·er 3 that NPM was· capable of 
... 
gene_rati~g a set of partitioned matr.ices havi~g 'dif.f·erent . 
. 
. time-space requirements. The followi~_g discussion will 
\) 
illustrate us·er requirements for_ gerierati~g a multiple-
output set, the type· of results. generat.ed, and the 
interpretation of these results. We will ase t~~t 
matrix 1 o_f Appe.ndix A as the input matrix. For the 
sake of simp+icity we will assume a we~ght of 1 for 
each action and a probability of 0.1 (or each rule. 
The user inputs required to produce a multi.ple-
output set for test matrix 1 are: 
1. Set the Single/Multiple Output Switch for 
multiple out.put: JOPTN = 1 
2 •. S.et the Block Selection Crit~rion Switch for 
t 
I 
. , . .\ 
·, 
., 
ma.xi.m·um NS:R; IO .. PTN =-· 1 
- '\ .. -· 
s:ec.o.ndary ·pri.nt:(?uts:. _Ks.w2 = 1 · 
.. , . 
''•5·,'··4··'.•• 
. '::t :.:~ .. ~ •.. ·: \ • 
• ,' • __ ::; 'C 





.,., - ......... ', ... . 








S.p.e-cify. entries of· the .actio·n we.~ght. ve.cto·r: 
. -~ ~ 
I J 'i ) ,' • , ,, - ' • 
DATA ACT~T/8*1~-, 24*0./ \ 
\, 
.5. sp·ecify_ en·tr.ies ·of the :rule ·probab~ility vector:· 
DATA R·LPRB/1.0*.1, 22*.0./ 
\ 
6. sp:ecify file containi~g t.he i~i:put matrix: 
. .,. 
IDF = Input File Humber 
7. S:p·ecify o.utp.ut. device: 
OUTF = Outp.ut Device Numb·er 
8. Execute NPM 
' The ~yst·em will respond with a printout (or other display) 
of fifteen primary out.puts (ref. to Chapt~r 3) correspond-
. 
i~g to the fifteen zero-level block vectors. An 
illustration of two of these outputs is. $iveri in F~gures 
4.3 and 4.4. We will now discuss. the outputs indicated 
in Figure 4.3. 
The first output specifies the initial 
selection fuade for that partitioni~g run. e .out.put bl·.ock 
vect·ors co·rres.po.nd to t.he .b1ocks f·ormi~g t.he p·artitions of 
tl1-e :out:p.ut· matrix, and ·are f.ollo.w.ed by. t.he co·r.re-spo.ndi~g 
NSR and EET values: f·or each :block .vect·or. T.he NSR va·lue 
• 
~- ...... . 
is ·proportion~! (bas.ed.on the :action we~ghts) to th~ net __ 
stor~ge s·avi~gs inh·erent in the. block re·present.ed by the 
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-THE BINARY INPUT MATRIX FOLLOWS 
I I 0 0 0 l I 0 I .. I 
I 0 0 I I l I I I I 
l I I I I I I I I I ... ~ --· · ........ 
• (-I I . I 1 I I l I l 1 •, 
..:; . 
l I . I I 0 I 0 I 0 I . 
l 1 I t I 0 I 0 l 
" 1 1 I l 0 t 0 I 0. I 
I . I I 
. 
I t 0 I 0 e I 
.... . 
BLOCK 14 .IS THE INITIAL FORCED SELECTION 
-THE OUTPUT BLOCK VECTORS FOLLOV 
• • • • * • '. • ••••• 
00110000000000000000000000000000011000000000000000000000000000000 2 2 
"0000·10100000000000·0000000000000000010100000000000·0·00000000000000 2 e 
00001010000000000000000000000000000001010100000A00000:000000000008 .2·3 
00001111000000000000000000000000111100000000000000000000000000001 4 4 
011 t 000.000.0000000000000'000000000 I 001 l l I 1 t t 00A0'000000000000000000 J 3 B 






0 •200000E+02 0.s0·0.000E+0·9 
-THE TIME-SPACE COORDINATES ARE 0ell0000E+91 
- THE ~ARTITIONED MATRIX FOLLOWS 
l 4 0 0 0 ·7 9 0 10· 12 
2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 s S· 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 ·s 5 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 0 8 0 8 .0 8 
3 3 3 3 6 0· 6 0 1-1· 0 
3 3 3 3 0 8 0 8 0 8 
3 3 3 3 6 0 6 0 0 13' • 
















BLOC~ 15 IS THE INITIAL FORCED SELECTION 
-THE OUTPUT BLOCK VECTORS FOLLOW 
( 
• 
• . • • • * • • • • •••• 
000001.0100000000·00000000000J00000000010100000000000000000000000000, 2 2 00A0t0100000000000000000000000000A0001010100000000000000000000~00 2 3 
110000000A00000000000·00A000'00000 l 0000 l 101 l 00000000~00000000000000 2 5· 000011 l l 0.00000000000Ql00'000.000.000 l l I I 0000000000000000000000.0000001 4 . 4 
0011 000000000000000000000000000011 11 I 1 l l I l 000000000A000000000000 I' 218 








-THE TIME-SPACE COORDINATES AR.E 0• l 30000£+01 
- THE PARTITIONED MATRIX FOLLOWS 
I 4 0 0 0 I I 
" 
l I 
l 0 0 5 6 t I 9 I I 
2 2 2 2· 2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2.,, 2 
3 3 3 3 0 8 0 8 0 8 
3 ·3 3 3 7 0 7 0 10 
" 3 .3 3· 3 0 8 0 8 ·0 8 
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,_·_',',!,'.:·· ,., -·. '',: 
l 
., 
· co·r·res.po.tldi~g .o.ut:p.ut. vect·or. · T.lie E,ET .. va1ue: re·p.res~ntl th.e. 
. ,
i.ncrease in the -exp'.ect.ed -exe:·_c~·tion .. t·i:me of. the· matrix, 
relat.ive. to t;h.e no·n-p·art.itio.n.ed ·(:rules. ;exe:cut.ed,, 
_sequent.ially) matr-ix, .. due. to t.he :f·,,r.mulation of t,he ..• 
bl.ock. As. di·s:cus.s.ed in Chap.ter 1, the only. time a no·n-. 
. 
. 
zero (posit.ive) EET value wi.11 ·.o.ccur is i-n the. case of a· 
conditirinal~transfer b1ock. Thus, the blocks. correspond-
i~g to the t·hit.dd.and fi,fth.block vecto-rs are co.ndit.ional..:·-
transfer bl:ocks, wh·ich i.n·crease the exp:ect.ed -execution ·t·ime 
of the matrix 0.3 and 0.8 time units respectively. The 
time~space c~ordinates i.ndicate the total EET and NSR for 
all blocks in the partitioned matrix. 
partitioned matrix itself is printed. 
Finally, the 
To illustrate how the multiple-out·put results can 
be used, we have plotted the_ generat.ed time-space 
coordinates in F~gure 4.5. Since all coordinates ate 
provided by NPM, such a plot can be_ generated by usi~g 
' . 
a system plotti~g routine, if desired. In this pl~t, 
the. c:trcl.ed entries are. the undaminat.ed e.n·tries of the 
{ 
s.et •. Since the undominated entries represent the· most 
' efficient partitioni~gs of the input matrix, it may be 
desirable .. to· mod_ify NPM to ·out.put only these values. 
'I . 
. If, as in thi·s -examp.le, each '.action . (or .. decisio.n 
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1 I • I 1 
• 
1 
0.6 1.0 1.2 
INCREAS.ED EXPECT.ED. EXKCUTION TIME 













. ' . 
\ l.f ' ' 0 _A 
r 
:: unit of ·time. for --e~e.cution' .· we c.a.n pr,o.duce ·a tfme-sp.,fce 
. . 
req~irement .plot bas.ed on the f.ollowiµg cal:cu·lation·_s: 
. . 
· l·. · Calculate t.he dif f·ere·nce. between t.he t.otal 
space requi~ement ~f th~ matrix .before. 
p·arti.tioni~g (i.e., 62· .memory· uni ts fo~ 
matrix -1) an-d each NSR va·lue of F~·gure- 6 .5 
'"!t.}4 ..... ~· 
·,. 
to obtain t.he sp.ace re·quirement: co·ordinates 
2. Calculate· the -exp.ect.ed execution t:ime of 




Exp:ect.ed -E.~e:cution Time of No·n-P·artiti.on.ed Matrix 
// 
wh·ere, p .. is the r.ule probability of the j-th rule J 
and t. is the exeriution time of the i-th action. 1 
Add this value (i.e., 6.2 for matrix 1) to the 
EET coordinates in Figure 4.5 to obtain the exp.ected 
execution time re.qui_rements •. 
The correspo.ndi~g. ti.me-sp:ace re.qui.r~ment. coo.rdinates are 
the·n .plott.ed as. s.hown in F;L.gure 4. 6. Knowing the.time~ 
. 
sp:ace re:q·uire.m·ents of t.he· matr.ices: co·r.re:spo.ndiµg to. t.he 
und·o1:11inat.ed entr:ies ,. the analy.st wi.11 be better: e·quip.p.ed 
to s.elect that p·artition.ed matr.ix wh.i.ch best· meets the 
c.ons·t~aints of his pro.b,!j.Jll. 
/ 
60·,·.'c ... 
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a • . a 
• 
I 1 4 1 
7.0 7.2 7.4 
RE.QUIRED EXPECTED. EXECUTION T·IME 
·TEST MATRIX 1 
FIGURE 4.6 
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In this and the previous chapters, we have attempted 
to illustrate some oft.he s·ignificant advantages offered 
by t~e new partitioning mod~le over existing partitionin~ 
techniques. We can .categorize these improvements in the 
following areas: 
1. Effectiveness: Altho~gh comparisons betw~en NPM 
and existi~g algorithms ··were som~what limited 
in number, the results tend to indicate the 
consistency of NPM in producing ~ore effective 
results than existing algorithms. In the case of 
maximization of space savings, NPM produced better 
results than Burnham's BLOCX algorithm for all but 
one matrix. In the case of minimization of 
increased expect.ed execution time, NPM produced 
results identical to those generated by Penick's 
algorithm~ However, NPM -resulted in a greater 
savings in spice than the corresponding results 
of the Penick algorithm. In all of these 
comparisons, NPM results were at least as good 
as those of existing algorithms. 
2. Flexibility: As we have indicated, NPM is capable. 
of partitioning the acti~n/rule matrix based either 
on minimization of increased expected ex~cution 
time or maximization of memory savings, merely by 
~·· 62 
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::-·- •. ,, u 
specifyi~g: the.· desired·. optio~. In addi~io·n~· NPM 
· is not restrict.ed to th.e· use· ·of .ide.ntical actio.n 
we~ghts or equal rule probabilities. We. feel 
that ~·emovai of these restiictions results in :a 
more realistic ap.proach to partitioning than that 
-offered by existing- algorithms • 
'.• 
greatest potential for NPM is its use as an 
ana~ysis tool. We have illustrated how the 
present capability of the multiple-output 
optio·n of NPM can be used to provide the· 
-analy~t with a set of partition.ed matrice·s 
corresponding to a given input, each having 
different time and space requirements. This is 
v~ry useful ·in determining time space tradeoffs 
in the case of systems subject to both execution 
time and storage constraints. With minor 
modification of the exi~-ting algorithm, it 
will be, possib·le for the user to specify the 
desired block &election at all selection levels • 
'·';. 
. The information require·d by the user to make 
thes-e multi-level selections is already provide·4. 
--by the optional secondary output of NPM. 
'· 
..... 
''. ~ .,. :, 
. ' 
• 










/; '. - .. 
' -.. 
, ... ) . . . 
in.p.ut· matrix th.at NPM- wi.11 .accept. :Due,,1to the :powers- · · 
. . 
of-two scheme: us.ed to. generate. the :c·umulat.ive...;·sum matrix 
. . ' 
. us.ed f·or block .ident.if.i·cation ,. t.he .maximum row d'imension 
· of an inp.ut· ·ma~r,i·x tha·t: ·can '.be. ·handled by most: co.mp.uters · 
is. 32 •. Some ·prelim±nary work has .heen d6ne on removiµg 
, 
this· res·trictiqn, and a~ .. outli.ne. of· ~.he ·propos.ed p.roce·d;ure 
is present.ed· in Ap.pe_nd-ix C. This ·pr.oced·ure will replace 
·the: current block .i.dent.if.ication st~ge _of NPM wi-1tho.ut 
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l 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1111 o 1 o~~.o 1 
1 1 1 1 1 o 1 a 1 o 
1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
TEST MATRIX 1 
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
~ 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 l 1 1 1 0 l 
1 0 l 1 1 1 1 0 
a 1 1 1 1 1 o 1 
1 o 1 1 1 1 1 a 
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 l 
1 1 l 1 0 0 0 0 








, .. -·.: •. ;.,., . .-,-,'I','•.,.,_.-,- ..... _,.' "·-::- :. . r. /- - ··-··,· : . 
/ 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
111111. 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
1111100 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
1 1 1 o o o a 
l· 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 o o o o o a 




1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
. 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
- . 
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TEST MATRIX 4 
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. . .... 
' ' .J 
. 
a o o 1 o o o o o o 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l O 0 
0 0 0 l O O O O O 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l O 0 
0 0 0 l O O O O O 0 
0 l O O O O O O l 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 l 1 0 
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 l l 1 0 0 
0 0 l O O 1 1 1 0 0 
a o a 1 o o o o o o 
" 
1 1 1 0 l 1 1 0 1 1 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 '-',fi 
1 1 1 0 l 1 1 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 l 1 1 1 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
o o o o o 1 a 1 o o 
1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1110101--0 11 
l 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 





o a o 1 o a o o o o 
. 
. 
o o o a o o o 1 o o 
0 0 0 l O O O O O 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l O O . 
0 0 0 l O O O O O 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
. . 
1 1 o o o a o 1 1 o 
1 1 0 0 0 l O O O 0 
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 110101 0 lJ_l 
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
l 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 









0 l l 1-0 
' 0 0 0 0 l 
l 1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 ~ 1 1 
0 l 1 1 1 
0 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 1 1 
0 1 1 1 1 
0 l 1 1 1 
0 1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 0 0 
0 1 .-1 0 0 
~ST MATRIX 7 
71 
1 o o o a o o o o o o o o o o o o o o·o o o o. 
a 1 o o o o o o o o o a o o o a o a o o o o o 
a o 1 o a o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 l O O . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1:6 d O 11001000001 0 0 
00000110000001010000010 
0 0 0.0 1000001011001 0 0 0 0 0 l 
0 0 0 l O O O O 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 Q l O O O l 1 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 l O O 1 























et number of ion-
ero rows equal to 


















ocated in ~RS· 
? 
y 
Store Colu~n (rule) 





I • 1 
Store row I of c.s. 
m~trix in working 
vector IRS 
Search IRS for a 








entries in the rule 
field of comparison 
vector· I COMP 
Starting with row I 
search all rows of 
the C.S. matrix 
under the rule 
corresponding to 
tl1e first identical 
entri found above 
and determine all 


















indices of the non-
zero entries in the 









Set position 65 of 







Transfer ICOMP to 
first block vector 





·and , . k · · 
EET•T0Ip.'. Store 
m 
these values in 
value vector VNET, 
corresponding to 
block vector in 
IAR Table 
Transfer ICOMP to 
first empty vector 
of IAR Table • 
















k and · 
EET•TnlPm• Store 
m 
these values in 
VNET, corresponding 


























of last nonzero row 
in C.S. matrix from 
the corresponding 
nonzero entries of 
·all preceeding rows 
• 
Initialize IARB 
and VNETB Tables 













Specify ini ti·al 
block selection 











Search VNETB for 
value of block· 
~hich beet satisfi 
the selection · 
criterion (min. EET 
or max. NSR). If 
mor~ than .. ·one such·· 
hlock existi~ · · · 
select block-which· 




· Transfer block 
vector correspond-
ing to'this value 
(or KKNT) and the 
associated VNETB 
entry to Result 





·-~ ................................ ...... 
• Assign a unique 
negative number 
(ISET) to ·the 
entries in the 
binary input matrix 
which correspond to 
this block ve~tor 
• 
Determine which 
blocks i~ the Main 
Subt..able overlap 
with the sele~ted 
block. Set position 
. 65 of these 
vectors• 1. 








Ini t_ialize row 





of block I•l 
? 
y 
Retain in the 
atc,rage array 
JSAV those rules 
of the I-th vector 
which are· 
exclusive of the 









FLOWCHART. 2 (continued), 
78 
" 
Determine if · the 




NSR•-W.+(m-lIV D - - k: 
. k . 
and, 
-EET•T rp DL m 
m 
Copy rule entries 
of· I-th· -vector 
cotresponding to 
rule indices in 
JSAV and the entire 
action field of 
I-th vector in 
• corresponding 
positions of the 
fi-rst empty vector 
in Supp. Subtable. 
Copy calculated 
NSR & EET values: in 
c·orresponding 
po~ition in VNETB 
• 
• 
Inl ti aliz.e: 
KS• 0 
Kl • 0 
KSTRT • l_ 
I 












into action field 
of 1-:-th vector 
LI• 1 . 
Is 
action LI 









.lnc re men t the 
number of actions 
found in possible 
new block 
Kl+Kl+l 














Zero entries in 
action field of 
1-~h- vector between 






number of blocks 


































and L1.:.1 of the 
I-th vector & copy 
entire rule fi~ld 
of.I-th vector to 
corresponding 
positions of first 
empty vector of 
Supp. Subtable. 
Copy ~alculated NS 
& EET values in 
corresponding 
pos~tion in VNETB 
... ~ :·.~:·: . .' ' ,;','•: .. ,. ... · .,_ ', ':·:,. 
• 
v' 
FLO.WCHART 2 (continued) 
80 
', ,:..;:.\,,.; ';•::·. '.~ 
Update:. 
KSTRT+LI 
Set Kl• 0 
ls 



































switch KSWl • 2 
Set LI• Last row 
of matrix. 
Is 
KS > 2 
? 
N 
Zero 1-·th vector 
and th~ 
corresponding 




........... ~ ................... ,.. 
FLOWCHART 2 (continued) 
Have 
dependent 





Increment the row 





presently in Suppl 
·mentary Subtable io 
empty block vectors 
in Main Subtable~ 














v~ctors in Result 
Vector Subtable 
.and their asso"!'!' 
ciat~d NSR and EET 





Assign a unique 
po s i t iv e n,u IJi be r t o 
each nonze.ro entry 
in .the input . 
. matrix,· where 
entries correspon-
ding to a 
particular block 
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A·PPENDIX C · 
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(fl • • ' ••• • ' ' 
· ·p re.sen·t· · t:i.me, NPM wi.11 o.nly· .a~cp.et· mat-rices 
~ ' . h.aving am ximum of 32 rows. This is a consequence·. of· 
I 
the powers-o·f-two :seh~-eme us.ed to ·pr.-oduce the cumulat.ive-
. 
sum matrix re:quir.ed for block .iden:tification. We propos.e 
~ possible approach to .elimin~ti~g the p~wers-of-two 
cumulative .·s·um matrix approach to block ide~tifi~ation. 
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/ 
use of tbe presen~ selection-modification st~ge of NPM. 

























FI.GURE 5 .1 
s·T--E·p. 1 :Fc,rm t.he -e.xclusive-or of .all .rule c·ombinat.ioas 
·" 
as shown in F~:gure. 5. 2, wh·ere. the co~1·umn 
h.e.adi~gs s.p:ec_ify the :r.ules. _of .. t.he· ·or~ginal 
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FIGURE. 5 .'2 
. l 
·.(2·:~~4)· 




















of. F~:gure 5.2 which contain at le4st two · 
entries whose value in the or~ginal matrix 
is 1. The· ·1:uns wh.ich. meet this. criterion 
are shown in !igure 5.3. 
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·s·T:E·p· 3 ·From Fi.gure. 5. 3 ,. f·o~m the· inter.s:ections of· .a.11 
.runs, and .retain .tho.se· re:s.ults wh:icb·.>h.av·e $Ii, 
more. than two. e.ntries~.. Thex-.e .is only 






·ROW : ·-~ . 
. ~ ' 
,.,,,, 
. . . -
..... 1 ,' ' .) 0 (.J: 





..... 1 ·.i 
• ~. j 1., ... 
:,;. '' . 
' ·1 ' 
'' . 
. . t ' 
•. -~. .• :>r ·-·J~Ji,I . 
_ 1 :-: 
2 . 0 
~ 
·Retain· all runs .. wh:i_ch. are not pro.p·er .sub.sets· of 
la:rger runs. In this case th·e.re are thr.ee s·.uch 
runs, namely· 
ROW . t·3_1.4 l ·R·ow ·(1·.,4) ~ ·aow · c-1· 1 .2) ,. 
., 
1 0 3 0 4 0 
2 0 0 5 0 
~: 
3 0 
These four runs rep.resent the all of the blocks 
in the input matrix. Sin·ce the row and column 
i.ndices are known, we can store this information 
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